
Competence by Design



Topics

• Key concepts: and how they’ll change what 
you do

• What we mean by cohorts 

• Other changes that may/will affect you
• ePortfolio
• Accreditation



Key concepts in 
Competence by Design



Key concepts

• Outcomes match societal needs
• Expressed as Competencies in CanMEDS framework

• Stages of physician development
• Define the progression of ability and responsibility

• Entrustable Professional Activities 

• Assessment for learning



Key concepts

• Outcomes match societal needs

• Stages of physician development
• Start thinking of residency in stages
• Start thinking of different focus at different stage

- i.e. orientation at TTDiscipline
- i.e. ready for practice at TTPractice

• Entrustable Professional Activities 

• Assessment for learning



CBD Competence Continuum
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Key concepts

• Outcomes match societal needs

• Stages of physician development

• Entrustable Professional Activities 
• Make the activities of the profession explicit

• Assessment for learning



EPAs in CBD

• In the setting of residency training. 
• A Royal College Entrustable

Professional Activity (RCEPA) is a 
responsibility or task in the clinical setting 
that may be delegated to a resident by their 
supervisor once sufficient competence has 
been demonstrated.

• Linked to a specified stage of progression.



Key Concept – professional activity

• “the work that must be done”

• clinical tasks of the professional

• “discrete” : have a start and an end
• RC EPAs are observable and can be tracked and 

assessed from beginning to end. 
• link the theoretical framework of CanMEDS 

to daily work of the profession
• reflect multiple CanMEDS roles



Examples of EPAs

In medicine
• Running codes

In the real world
• Driving on G1

Images via: bing.com



Key concept of EPA’s in CBD:
Progression 

I’m surprised you can’t
do that at this stage in 
your training



Key Concept of EPAs: 
Entrustment
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“Did I need to be there?”



Key concepts

• Outcomes match societal needs

• Stages of physician development

• Entrustable Professional Activities 

• Assessment for learning
• Authentic clinical environment is source for teaching 

and assessment
• Multiple observations



Using EPAs in assessment
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EPA Assessment Encounters
- Point in time
- Single rater
- Specific context
- Chance for feedback

EPA Achievement
- Multiple times
- Multiple raters
- Multiple contexts



Cohort transformation



Cohort Implementation Plan
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What that means for you

• Most disciplines are in “the waiting room”
• Learning about CBD, getting ready

• Some disciplines are in the middle of doing their 
design, coming to workshops

• PDs coming to more meetings, may be talking to RTC, 
starting to think about next steps

• Some disciplines are getting ready to implement
• Testing some EPAs, assessments (field tests)
• Setting up Competence Committees
• Soon: setting up ePortfolio



Program Director activities

Building the foundation  for Competence by Design
Ensure solid understanding of CBD concepts e.g. stages, milestones, EPAs, assessment for 
learning
Ensure solid understanding of CanMEDS 2015 – new content and areas of emphasis

Getting ready for the change to Competence by Design
Ensure the residency training committee has the right people to make this change
‐ Perspectives, engagement, skills
Assess readiness for implementation in your program

Getting into action with Competence by Design
Incorporate CanMEDs 2015 into your teaching and assessment
Focus on one or more stages of discipline  e.g. transition to discipline
Create some EPA’s and assessments
Focus on one or more topics in the discipline e.g. how is nutrition taught and assessed
Focus on one or more new assessment modalities
e.g. how would you use a logbook for resident and or program evaluation
Participate in a CBD pilot e.g. test eLogbook infrastructure/useability



Cohort Implementation Plan
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ePortfolio



ePortfolio

• Electronic portfolio to support learning and 
assessment

• Repository of discipline EPAs and assessment 
tools









Accreditation

Thanks to Sarah Taber and ESU team 
for slides



Overview of Current Accreditation 
Process
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Specialty Committee Royal College

University

Survey Team

Royal College

Accreditation Committee

Education Committee

Council

Specialty Committee

Specialty Committee

Pre-survey

Post-survey
University

University

Questionnaire

Feedback

Survey report

Survey report

Survey report & 
Program response

Recommendation

Program response

Survey report

Decision

Decision

Decision Decision

Appeal

Onerous; 1000s of pages of 
qualitative info unstandardized 
between programs 

1000s of pages passed on 
for review (translation = 
$$; standards 
vague/unclear; comment 
may not relate to standard

Additional pieces of paper; 
vague standards + holistic 
approach evaluation + lack of 
rigorous surveyor training = 
lack of standardization; lengthy 
evening meetings spent coming 
to consensus re: ind programs

Quality of writing variable/ 
significant editing 
required; addition to 
pieces of paper for 
(translation and) review  

Errors of fact 
but value/ 
integrity of 
process also 
questioned

SC recommendation 
often varies from that 
of the survey team

May differ still from that of 
survey team and SC; lots of 
time spent discussing what the 
bar/national standard is for 
each category; details of 
decision requires significant QA 
which may still result in errors

Need to justify/explain 
rationale for difference

Value/ 
integrity of 
process, 
judgment of 
surveyors, 
AC 
questioned 

Thousands 
of pieces 

of 
electronic 
“paper”



New Standards



New Accreditation Processes

• Balanced accreditation cycle
• Balance between episodic and continuous
• Maintain value of peer review visits plus ongoing data 

monitoring

• Accreditation management software with digital 
workflow

• “Live” portal with built in supports/tools
• Used by programs/universities to submit 
• Used by specialty committee to provide specialty-specific 

input 
• Used by surveyors to guide survey, create report
• Used by Royal College to manage the accreditation process

• Enhanced surveyor pipeline



Final thoughts

• Stay aware
• Check out CBD resources page
• Check out ePortfolio webinar

• CBD leads at many schools
• ?connected with local PA community?

• Think about the three phases of transformation
• Are you in the “waiting room”
• Are you getting active
• Are you getting ready to implement


